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Cobalt.com

Your domain name is the bedrock on which your online business is
built. Elevate your brand and signal strength to the world with the right
domain.
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Escrow.com protection
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Fast & easy transfers
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Transaction support
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Free Ownership transfer









Get in touch

To inquire about this domain name, please complete the contact form below.
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 Why Choose a  Premium Domain



Instant Brand Recognition

At Apex Moon, we understand the importance of brand recognition. Your domain name needs to
instantly communicate expertise, credibility, and trust. By choosing a premium domain, you
instantly convey authority in your field. Build on a strong online presence that reflects the
quality and innovation that your brand represents.





Competitive Advantage

We know how challenging it can be to stand out in today's crowded online marketplace. A premium
domain can help you recruit talent, raise capital, and be the key to gaining that edge and
standing out from the competition. 




Increased Web Traffic

We understand the importance of driving traffic to your business. By building on a memorable
domain, you can enhance your search engine ranking, resulting in more organic traffic to your
site. Unleash your full potential with a premium domain that reflects the excellence of your
brand.
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About apex moon

Apex Moon is an award-winning domain name brokerage, on a mission to provide the absolute best service to help you achieve your goals. We value professionalism, ethics, and trustworthiness above all else. With over 10 years of experience helping buyers and sellers from across the globe, the team at Apex Moon has established a reputation for exceeding expectations.

 Our extensive knowledge, expertise, and network, combined with our industry-leading proprietary tools,
give us a distinctive edge over competitors. At Apex Moon, we believe in building lasting relationships
based on integrity, transparency, and exceptional customer service.

 It's these values that have helped us build a huge network of business leaders and complete sales
totaling well over 8-figures USD in domain name sales. When you partner with Apex Moon, you can trust
that you're in good hands with a team that's committed to helping you achieve your goals with
excellence.
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Loss.com

Inquire now
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Dominant.com

Inquire now
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Auger.com

Inquire now
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What Our Customers Say










I have worked with Jack and Apex Moon on countless deals spanning many years. They are honest, trustworthy, creative, and will go above and beyond to meet your needs. I highly recommend them.

Brent Oxley, Founder @ Hostgator.com




Jack from Apex Moon was very professional, did a great job in communicating and setting up escrow account to receive the security we wanted when selling our domain. He honored our agreement and we kept all our services for 2 months after the transaction was completed. He was always available to answer questions and following up to make sure the process went smoothly. I highly recommend his services.

Geronimo Gando, Senior Software Developer @ Flagship Trade Net




Apex Moon just handled my first experience of selling a domain name internationally! They managed the process with full transparency, showing honesty and integrity throughout. Oiled silk would describe it best and I’ll definitely be happy to work with Apex Moon in future transactions. Apex Moon used Escrow.com, who were frictionless at all stages. Overall an enjoyable and pleasurable experience. Thank you, Jack!

Robert Sharpe, Domain Owner




I wanted to thank Apex Moon for their outstanding support and guidance in working our way through the sale of my domain. I had never been involved in the transfer of a domain name prior to this, and that coupled with the value of the name and amount of money involved quite frankly had be pretty anxious about the process. However their strong support and guidance went a long ways towards relieving my anxieties and was instrumental in arriving at a successful conclusion.

Robert Willcox, Domain Owner




I was a bit nervous selling a premium domain name as there is a lot of money on the line. Apex Moon led me through the transaction and answered all questions I had promptly. Their honesty and integrity showed throughout the entire process. Once I notified the buyer of the completed domain transfer, the money was immediately released from escrow. A smooth transaction all around.

Michael Forte, Owner @ Forte Web Properties




I was really impressed not only by the professional manner in which the sale was negotiated, but also by the buyer's due diligence before making the final decision. In today's reality, where everyone is vulnerable to fraud, what I observed was a pure intention to ensure a clear and safe transaction. Prior to our phone call, we had an email conversation, and it was a pleasure to receive almost instant replies. The escrow funding was completed within moments of signing the contract. Overall, the transaction was completed in just a few hours. I've sold several domains before, and this sale was my best experience.

Sergey Malinin, Domain Owner




ack was very straightforward to deal with - true to his word, quick and efficient to deal with. I recommend dealing with Apex Moon.

Richard Walker, Chairman @ Bywater Properties




From my ten years in the Domaining industry and twenty years in tech sales I have worked with brokers, buyers, sellers, Fortune 500 companies and registrars. I can tell you Jack, the CEO of Apex Moon, is hard working, reliable and trustworthy, he will be persistent with whatever domain you’re working on and consistently responsive. A great guy to work with.

John Daly, CEO @ NameConnect.com




I really enjoyed working with Jack and his team at Apex Moon on our recent domain sale. They made the entire process smooth and effortless, most welcome for a first-time seller like us. Even more importantly, their honesty, professionalism and responsiveness throughout the entire process was outstanding, which enabled us to complete the transaction expeditiously with everyone satisfied.

David Lakritz, CEO @ Language Automation, Inc.




The whole proces, interaction, negociation and finally the transaction of the domain went in a very decent manner. This time I was on the sellers side. when buying a domain in the future, I could think about using the services of Apex Moon.

Jorg Verweij, CEO @ We Are You




Having been online for more than 20 years and transacted hundreds of domains, I found Apex Moon a pleasure to work with. After coming to an agreement on price, we completed the entire transaction through Escrow.com in just a few business days.

Brad Mitchell, President @ MojoHost




Jack has been a consistent source of great domains for us to acquire at or near wholesale pricing. He works diligently to source some of the best domain deals in the aftermarket

Andrew Rosener, CEO @ Media Options




For years, I received emails or calls asking to either give them or buy my domain, which I had since 1990.
One day Jack Kal, the CEO of Apex Moon called. This time the offer was from a real business person who knew how to conduct business and provide both seller and buyer a process that protected both of us. It had all the rigor and protections of a real estate deal. In very few days the sum appeared with the escrow company and arrived in my bank. The process was smooth and adhered to best practices for a real transaction. I was completely satisfied with the transaction. Should either I or any my other associates want to sell a domain name I will use Apex Moon. Thank you, Jack.

Dale Grady, CEO @ Grady Associates




We had a very positive experience working with Apex Moon during the sale and transfer of a domain name. Apex Moon offers quick, efficient and courteous service. They are a pleasure to work with!

Peter Hodge, Senior Director @ Jaguar Health, Inc.




I've worked with Jack on several transactions. He is a good communicator, professional in his approach, and skilled at closing deals. I hope to do many more deals with Apex Moon.

Nat Cohen, CEO @ Telepathy Inc.




Apex Moon was fast, efficient, thoughtful and considerate through the selling process. The transaction was funded immediately and with every precaution to protect both sides of the deal. Highly recommended.

Perry Gladstone, Domain Owner




In a world fraught with details of internet scams, hacked emails, identity theft, etc. my dealing with Jack and Apex Moon was the opposite; namely, it was an honest, transparent, and efficient transaction. Jack is professional, pleasant, helpful and responsive. The sale of my domain was handled with no strife but rather was carried out in an orderly fashion. Jack’s integrity is impeccable.

Judith S. Ames, Domain Owner




When I 1st got an email from Apex Moon I blew it off as I get lots of offers wanting “buy” a URL for a lowball price. I was already talking to a few interested parties but they were not moving at the time. Then Apex Moon and I made phone contact and within minutes I was offered an agreeable price. Apex Moon helped to introduce me to a middleman (Escrow.com) they use. From there everything was smooth sailing. I would hope all of my transactions in the future go as well! If done with Apex Moon I’m sure they will!

Edward Rich, CEO @ A-Z Used Computers, Inc.




I recently sold a domain to Apex Moon; it had been ten years since I last sold one. Jack made the transaction go smoothly. He helped walk me through the necessary steps to execute the sale without any hiccups. It was great to work with a company and agent who showed honesty and integrity. Their funding came through quickly. I would work with Apex Moon and Jack again if the need arose.

Elaine M. Decker, CEO @ Business Theatre Unlimited




We have done a lot of business with Apex Moon over the last 7 years, and they have shown professionalism and integrity throughout each and every interaction. We would highly recommend Apex Moon to anyone who expects the highest standard, experience and proven success.

James Booth, CEO @ Domainbooth.com




I recently sold a premium domain, with Apex Moon. The deal was set up in a safe way that protected both me and the buyer. The entire process was smooth, easy to do, and I had my money within 5 days from the start of the deal.

Cory Herter, Domain Owner




I was skeptical when approached about selling my domain. I have had silly low ball offers for years, and the supposed buyers were flaky or worse.
Apex Moon was professional and businesslike the entire transaction. After a short negotiation, we settled on a price I thought was a good deal for me.

Apex Moon wired money to escrow.com, I transferred the domain, and escrow.com sent me a wire. The whole process was over in just a few days, and I was very happy with it. No silly stuff - just a straightforward sale with a very professional buyer. Apex Moon was a pleasure to deal with! 

Michael Cummings, Director @ Cloud Fire Systems Llc.




It has been my pleasure to work with Apex Moon on the sale of one of my domain names. My transaction went very smoothly and they did everything they said they were going to do. I was impressed with their clarity of communication and their integrity throughout the process. I would be glad to work with them again in the future and can recommend them without hesitation.

Kendell Lang, Domain owner




We sold a domain name to Apex Moon and had a very smooth and no issue transaction. Jack was very easy to deal with, an excellent communicator and true to his word. We'd have no apprehension dealing with Jack and Apex Moon with another business deal and highly recommend them.

Thomas Gibson, CEO @ Digital Income, Inc.




Jack was professional, prompt, and honest throughout our entire transaction. He did exactly what he said he would and funded our account promptly. I would definitely do business with Apex Moon again.

Peter Tamte, Domain owner




I’d encourage any potential seller to do their due diligence before they become involved with a domain broker. After dealing with many fly-by-night brokers, I was pleasantly surprised with the professionalism of Apex Moon and would certainly work with them again.

Alan Luckow, Creative Director @ Luckow Design




Apex Moon was great to work with and made the process of selling and transferring the domain very simple and straightforward.

Jeff Dietrich, Marketing Director @ Attindas Hygiene Partners




We are a LA based company that owns hundreds of premium domain names. Jack from Apex Moon approached us to acquire one of our most valuable domain names. He understands the value of premium domain names and how they make a difference. We've completed the transaction in a few days. He was very professional and made the process very easy and smooth for us. We'd like to work with him for any domain related transactions again. He is a Pro in his field.

Burak K., Domain Owner




I was in the market to sell my three letter URL and was lead to Jack at Apex Moon. The transaction was handled safe and secure and I would recommend his company's services to all.

Mark Mawhinney, Owner @ Northern Audio




Jack is a smart investor and a trustworthy buyer. All transactions have been smooth.

Giuseppe Graziano, CEO @ GGRG.com




Persistence, Courtesy and Integrity. I found these in good measure in my dealings with Apex Moon

Paul Richardson, Evangelism Beyond Borders




We recently had the pleasure of having Apex Moon enquire and purchase one of the domain names from our premium collection. They were professional, generous with their offer, fast in their review and response times, and very efficient in establishing escrow and managing all stages of the process from start to finish. The domain was negotiated, purchased, paid for, and accepted within a matter of a few short days. We recommend them highly due to their professionalism and positive nature.

Robert Davis, Intelliname Branding Services























Interested in a domain above or need help with a stealth acquisition? Get in touch!


Contact Us
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